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THE ULTRA CONDUCTOR 2
®

TM

Our lowest cost cable designed for those who want excellent sonics without spending more than the cost
of the system, UltraConductor 2 allows your system to show off. Newly designed micro-thin insulators
allows for effortless low level detail and clarity with near perfect balance from the lowest lows on up. Being
an expert in noise rejection, JPS Labs designed these cables to perform well in any environment and in
longer lengths, helping your system to sound natural and less restricted.

Flexible Alumiloy® conductors custom designed for the Ultra 2’s have the electrical properties near that of
a solid wire, allowing amazingly smooth clarity and dynamic range, never bright, never boring. In making
Ultra Conductor 2’s, we take our audio optimized Alumiloy wire, blanket each of the conductors in the
highest quality materials precisely placed within a glossy blue outer jacket. Our top shelf gold plated
connectors will not wear or break like so many lesser designs, and skilled craftsmen assemble these USA
made cables for consistent results.

Investing in a systems infrastructure is the logical next step in building a system that will keep you smiling
for many years. Take the time to properly complete any good system with the UltraConductor 2 interconnect
and speaker cables cables, or any of our many unique cable designs. Contact your nearest JPS dealer for
an audition of one of the lowest cost custom high-performance cables and hear it for yourself.

The World’s Finest Cables

TM
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THE SUPERCONDUCTOR Q

TM

JPS always builds upon our previous designs, and the Superconductor Q is proof of our never ending
quest to be at the top of our art. Borrowing pieces of our design engineering from our very expensive
Aluminata Series and latest drawing of Alumiloy conductors, the new Q can do music like no other in it's
price range. A hallmark of all JPS products is in rejecting all forms of noise (including hum, radio frequency
and electromagnetic interference) even in long lengths. Combining with micro-thin insulators allows for
effortless low level detail and clarity with near perfect balance from the lowest lows up beyond audibility.

Very flexible multi-strand Alumiloy conductors custom designed for Q have the electrical properties near
that of a solid wire, allowing amazingly smooth clarity and dynamic range, never bright, never boring. In
making Q in the USA, we take our audio optimized Alumiloy wire, blanket each of the conductors in the
highest quality materials configured inside one of the finest shield topologies on the planet finished with a
cool glossy violet outer jacket. Finally, highly skilled technicians terminate in our facility using temperature
controlled stations and high quality solders for consistency in sound from pair to pair, guaranteeing many
years of musical enjoyment. When you purchase a JPS product you're a music lover in good company.

Digital

Balanced

RCA

What you can expect from these latest JPS creations is nothing short of complete satisfaction. Bass
definition and weight are excellent, midrange vocals are seriously real and smooth, never harsh nor dull,
and high frequencies are naturally extended yet detailed, and perfectly balanced beyond audibility. Please
take the time to audition these highly refined Superconductor Q interconnect cables, or any of our many
unique cable designs, from your nearest dealer- You'll never use another brand again, seriously...

MUSIC TO THE POWER OF...
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THE SUPERCONDUCTOR 3
JPS Labs introduces a new cable line sure to be the worldwide reference for many
years to come. Perpetuating the Superconductor tradition in their unique ability to
bring out the life essence of musicality, these highly refined high performance
designs bring a simply amazing level of resolution without brightness, allowing any
system to provide great clarity to music.

Superconductor 3 takes critical design pieces from our finest Aluminata Series of
cables to create near perfect clarity to audio from source to loudspeaker. Newly
created custom JPS trademark Alumiloy conductors in a noise rejecting precision
quad lay topology designed to reject low and high frequency noise and the very
difficult to reject magnetic noise from any source.
Unique use of medical grade kapton dielectrics minimize interaction with our
Alumiloy conductors and the frequencies they carry. Superconductor 3 maintains
proper timbre and timing across the frequency spectrum, keeping true to deep
dynamic bass, clean yet full midrange and vocals, and crystal clear highs without
noise, edge, or brightness. Music both analog and digital flows effortlessly through
these made in the USA cables.

And of course we didn’t forget the shielding, only this time we’ve added some
flexibility. A superior shield topology custom designed for these interconnects like
only JPS can, rejecting all forms of noise, hum, and hiss from external and inherent
sources to the highest degree of any audio cable design on the planet, (bettered
only by our Aluminata Series). What was once considered just cable now a
pinnacle of over 20 years of designing the finest products known to audiophiles,
Superconductor 3 raises the bar beyond any other.
Listen, Clearly, Always ...
TM
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THE ALUMINATA SERIES

TM

The World’s Absolute Finest Cables

TM

Aluminata is the ultimate expression of what JPS has been preaching and implementing for many years,
that nothing sounds anywhere near as good as that with a near perfect shield, and not just any shield. The
Aluminata series boasts the worlds first and only Particle Aluminum Shield (PAS)(TM)! Imagine a shield so
thick that noise at any frequency or severity cannot possibly pass through it, yet quite flexible for its size.

This 'perfect shield' is engineered to isolate and absorb any noise within itself, keeping it away from the
earth ground pin of the systems electrical supply and from traveling between components. �Aluminata keeps
your components clean and reduces interaction like no other!

Blanketed underneath are JPS’ latest and largest Alumiloy®� conductors, offering flawless clarity, bass
extension, and low level subtle details like you never heard before. No hint of brightness, no lack of detail,
just perfect balance from top to bottom with a life presence to instruments and vocals guaranteed to bring
a tear to your eye for many years to come, a long-term investment if there ever was one in audio.
If you are a person who appreciates the finest products for your system regardless of cost, or if you just
want to do it once, right the first time, then the Aluminata cables are absolutely for you. Please take the time
to hear what these USA made Aluminata Series of cables will do in very clear and absolute terms to your
listening experience�.�
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JPS LABS AC POWER CABLES
As with all JPS Labs products, our AC cable technology has always been about how to best approach the
needs of each component without altering it’s true sound, only to bring out the natural abilities of it’s fine
design. In doing so, we allow the original intent of the musicians and their instruments to flow.

PAC Lite
Preamp, amp, tube,
solid state, receiver

GPA 2
Great general
upgrade

As shown here, from our lowest cost GPA 2 to the finest AC Cable money can buy, the Aluminata AC, we
cater to those who wish to move much deeper into what their systems are capable of.

The Power AC+
Amplifiers and
Power delivery

The Digital AC-X
Digital based components

The Kaptovator AC
Ultra High Resolution
and Power
Aluminata AC
The Finest AC Power
Cable on Earth

Investing in a systems AC cabling sets up the foundation for great sound reproduction. Proven over the last
15 years, JPS’s AC cable technology will bring out everything you seek in music and video, and then some.
We use Wattgate
Schuko/Euro
AC plugs
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SUPER BLUE HOME THEATER CABLES
PROFESSIONAL SERIES

Taking after our commitment to offering the best, the Super Blue line of cabling
represents home theater cables made to a higher standard! Combining our unique selection of
materials with our design philosophy, JPS Labs has created cables which offer the finest sonic
and video clarity coupled with excellent specs, including low loss, low noise video cable
and very low capacitance/inductance speaker cables all designed to run the long haul
while providing the top-shelf performance you’ve come to expect from our products.

SUPER BLUE SPEAKER CABLE
2 and 4 conductor versions available

SUPER BLUE 2 SPEAKER CABLE
OUR FINEST AUDIOPHILE GRADE

Super Blue’s high purity metal content and oil/water resistant
jacket insure long-term quality and enjoyment in any home environment.

AUDIOPHILE GRADE
10 AWG X 2 plus ground
30 AMP IN-WALL
AC CABLE

SUPER BLUE 75 OHM
DIGITAL AUDIO CABLE

POWER AC IN-WALL CABLE

JPS Labs

We are the only company in the world who manufactures specialized AC wiring made
specifically to allow your A/V system to perform better than all the rest. By providing clean AC power to
your system with dedicated high-quality runs straight from the breaker panel, present and future noise problems are a
thing of the past.. Be sure to specify JPS Labs cables for the finest results from your system investment.
- Low loss, Minimized Dielectric video (-0.9dB/100 FT) designed for excellent picture and contrast in long runs.
- Speaker cable with Optimized Field Matrix (OFM) tuned response characteristics for use in longer lengths.
- Tap into our power experience for the finest AC power cable available allowing your amplifiers to breath.
- Tested and proven to deliver the best performance from your system investment.
TM

The World’s Finest Cables...
WWW.JPSLABS.COM
*Always check with your contractor or local authorities for any special needs in your particular region or installation.
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Distributed in Switzerland by:

Audio GmbH

Tel: +41 44 701 20 03
Web: www.goosebumps-audio.ch
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